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Aside from looking unsightly, moss on the roof of your house can also affect the drainage of rainwater away from the roof.

Moss impedes the flow of water from your roof to the gutter and clogs them, inhibiting the flow of water away from 
your property. Water will always find its way past an obstacle, invariably causing the gutters to overflow, which can 

cause long term damage and result in expensive damp repairs for your home.

We like to work in a tidy 
fashion, so our first job is to 
sheet up all the surrounding 

areas of your property to 
protect your surfaces and 
collect all the debris that 

falls. We also block all your 
downpipes so that the moss 

doesn’t fall into them.

While we wait, we keep busy 
with our Sky Vacs, cleaning 

out any debris from your 
gutters. Our Sky Vacs 

allow us to work from the 
safety of ground level whilst 
performing a thorough moss 
removal from your guttering.

Next, we apply a layer of 
our smart clean extreme 
roof cleaner. It’s powerful 
enough to break down all 

known algae, moss and dirt 
in a safe, biodegradable way. 
We simply leave it to work its 

magic for up to 45 mins.

Want more protection?
We also offer a roof sealant 
service which helps to keep 
roof tiles dry and protected 

from the damp British 
weather. Dry tiles can also 

help to retain the heat in your 
house so you could save on 

energy bills too!

Using our specialist roof 
scraping equipment we work 
from ground level to remove 
all the build-up of moss from 
your roof tiles. Our specialist 
equipment ensures we work 

safely and removes the 
risk associated with using 

ladders.

Once the smart clean extreme 
roof cleaning solution has 

impregnated the surface of your 
roof, we wash down and rinse the 
full surface of your roof, leaving 

it sparkling clean and moss-free.  
We then gather up the sheeting 
and remove all mess and waste 

from your property.
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Protect the roof over your head...
the Purple Wellies way!
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As a respected and ethical exterior home cleaning company, we only use products of the 
highest quality that offer the maximum possible protection for your walls and roofs.

 

WATER REPELLENT SEALANT FOR ADDED PROTECTION
Water can be very damaging for the walls and roof of your home. It’s important to keep your 
walls and roof dry, as this will improve the thermal efficiency of your home and help to prevent 

heat loss caused by damp surfaces.

We use a water repellent coating that is manufactured utilising the very latest nano 
technology, designed to minimise moisture ingress in mineral building surfaces such as clay, 

natural stone, slate and terracotta.

An application of the water repellent clear coating will react and bond to the surface of the 
wall or roof and prevent rainwater from being absorbed. Instead, water beads will form and 
simply run off the surface to keep them dry.  This will extend the life span of your roof tiles and 
other mineral building surfaces by slowing down the deterioration caused by water ingress.

CLEAR, BREATHABLE DEFENCE FOR YOUR PROPERTY

The water repellent sealant we use dries clear, so there is no change in the appearance of the 
surfaces we treat. It’s also a very breathable sealant, which does not block the pores of the 

surface and therefore allows air and moisture to escape.

SELF-CLEANING PROPERTIES
Any treated surfaces remain looking clean and fresh for longer. Dirt and debris are simply 
washed away during rainfall.  Also, the growth of unsightly moss, algae and lichens is restricted, 

making your property look more appealing too.

Super hydrophobic wall & roof 
coatings. We only use the best.


